Appendix B

Site Plan and Layouts
Figure 1. Layout plan for the proposed water-pumping scheme from the Breede River, across Farms 466/3 (Eilandia), 52/RE and 10/5, towards the farm Middelburg (Vinkriver). This layout is applicable to Phase 1 of the development.
Figure 2. Layout plan for the proposed water-pumping scheme from the Breede River, across Farms 466/3 (Eilandia), 52/RE and 10/5, towards the irrigation dam on Middelburg (Vinkrivier). This layout includes Phase 2 of the development.
Figure 3. **Layout 1: Preferred Layout** – Total of approximately 370 ha under cultivation. The **approximate** size of each of the different land parcels intended for cultivation are shown. Detailed layout plans **with accurate areas** will be compiled as part of the EIA Phase.
Figure 4. **Layout 2: Alternative Layout** – Total of approximately 300 ha under cultivation. The approximate size of each of the different land parcels intended for cultivation are shown. Detailed layout plans with accurate areas will be compiled as part of the EIA Phase.